


The spring and summer giving season is upon us and you can be sure to delight mom, 

dad, a proud new graduate or the newlyweds with the only smartphones and smart 

TVs uniquely designed to put content at the heart of their experience. All LeEco 

products are beautifully designed and outfitted with premium specs to provide them 

with amazing entertainment experiences, whether they’re hanging out on the couch 

or on the go… and they are all priced within reach.

LeEco Gift Guide 

http://www.leeco.com/us/


BECAUSE MOM HAS A HEART OF GOLD
This Mother’s Day, surprise her with the gold Le S3. A brilliant fusion of beauty and function, the Le S3 

wields the power of a Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 652 processor and X8 LTE connectivity to deliver an 

unbeatable streaming entertainment experience anywhere, anytime. With tons of choices from cooking 

to late night shows and loads of movies, she’ll have endless entertainment options at her fingertips.

Pop some popcorn and cozy up with mom on the couch to watch “Mother’s Day” or her favorite movie 

with a 3-month DIRECTV NOW membership, which comes with every LeEco smartphone and TV. Simply 

swipe from the Le S3 to your LeEco Super4 X43 Pro and get transported into 4K Ultra HD entertainment 

with cinematic, enveloping Dolby® Digital Plus™ sound.

LE S3

     Slim with a satin finish, plus edge-to-edge display in Full HD 

 Unlock in an instant with the lightning-speed fingerprint scanner

 Faster app loading with 3GB memory and 32GB onboard storage

 Award-winning audio and dual stereo speakers

 Capture memories in 4K and slo-mo video

 Perfect selfies, vivid pictures and panoramas with 16 MP and 8 MP cameras

SUPER4 X43 PRO

    43-inch screen 

  4K Ultra High Definition display

 Ultra-slim design and premium finish 

 Breathtaking clarity & precision with  

High Dynamic Range (HDR)

 Google Cast™, Google Voice Search™ and other  

intelligent features built in 

 Powerful processing and incredible speed
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DEVICES AS SMART AS THE NEW GRAD
The Le Pro3 combines beauty and brains with its gorgeous 5.5-inch Full HD display, 2.5D curved 

edges and Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 821 processor. Paired with the Super Power Bank and All Metal 
Earphones, these are the perfect companions for the hard working, multitasking graduate. 

Give them some well-deserved down time with the breathtaking clarity and incredible speed of a 

Super4 X55 TV. With intelligent features, such as Google Cast™ and Google Voice Search™ built right 

into the experience, this smart TV has an IQ that won’t pale in comparison to your favorite grad. 

SUPER4 X55

 55-inch screen 

 4K Ultra High Definition display

 Premium sound by Harmon Kardon® 

 Ultra-slim design and high-quality finish

 Breathtaking clarity & precision with  

High Dynamic Range (HDR)

 Powerful processing and incredible speed 

 Endless streaming entertainment providers

POWER BANK

 13400mAh battery with fast charging technology to 

power up efficiently

 Dual USB ports to charge two devices simultaneously

    3 metallic finishes to choose from

ALL-METAL EARPHONES

 Finely crafted for an immersive acoustic experience

 Designed to deliver clear, mid-range frequencies  

and powerful bass

LE PRO3

 33 hours of talk time over a quick-charging, 4070 mAh battery

 Store more photos and files with a generous 64 GB storage

 Stellar graphics with the most advanced Adreno® 530 GPU

 Award-winning audio and dual stereo speakers

 Capture memories in 4K and slo-mo video

 Perfect selfies, vivid pictures and panoramas with 16 MP and 8 MP cameras
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GIVE DAD THE ULTIMATE MAN CAVE
Make dad the most popular guy on the block this Father’s Day with an awe-inspiring LeEco uMax85, 

powered by Android TV™, featuring Dolby Vision™ and sound by Harman/Kardon®. Full array 

backlighting with an industry-leading 448 active local dimming zones helps ensure that every inch of 

this seven-foot TV screen has the highest possible realism, contrast and picture quality at any time of 

day. Include the LeEco Wireless Game Controller for hours of rip-roaring fun with dad.

uMAX85

 85-inch screen 

 4K Ultra High Definition display 

 Dolby Vision™ and HDR10

 A category-leading 448 local dimming zones, plus  

dynamic brightness

 Fluid Motion™ ensures sharp, high resolution without blurred  

or dropped frames

 HDMI 2.0 with HDCP 2.2 built in for optimal 4K video

 Diamond-cut frame and slender aluminum bezel

 Google Cast™, Google Voice Search™ and other intelligent  

features built in 

 Endless streaming entertainment providers

WIRELESS GAME CONTROLLER

Ergonomically designed with intuitively placed buttons for quick navigation

 Powerful, asymmetric dual-motor vibration for an incredible gaming experience
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YOURS, MINE & OURS
Give newlyweds the perfect gifts to fuel their passions and foster together time. The LeEco Super4 X65 TV 

comes with 3 months of DIRECTV NOW, featuring 60+ channels for date night entertainment. With its ultra-slim 

design and high-quality finish, the Super4 X65 makes a beautiful addition to the new couple’s home.

Marry sound and innovation with the Letv Bluetooth® Speaker which lets her live out loud. It is deceptively 

powerful, delivering a 270o stereo sound experience  — and comes in a vivid array of colors to complement her 

individual style. Let him rock to his own beat with the Leme Bluetooth® Headphones, stylish and contoured for  

a perfect fit while he is enjoying his favorite music or game in full stereo sound. 

LETV BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER

  Immersive sound packed into a compact, 4.72” design 

  1200mAh battery for 8 hours of continuous play

  Available in blue, orange, pink and black

SUPER4 X65

 65-inch screen 

 4K Ultra High Definition display

 Premium sound by Harmon Kardon® 

 Ultra-slim design and high-quality finish

 Breathtaking clarity & precision with  

High Dynamic Range (HDR)

 Powerful processing and incredible speed 

 Endless streaming entertainment providers

LEME BLUETOOTH® HEADPHONES

 Optimum sound with a remarkable fit 

 Built-in high sensitivity microphone features ultra-clear 

sound quality with noise reduction & echo cancellation 
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Leme Bluetooth® 
Headphones — EB30

LeEco CDLA  
Type-C Earphones

Letv Reverse  
In-Ear Headphones 

Leme Bluetooth® 
Headphones — EB20

Silicon  
Phone Cases

Letv Bluetooth® 
Speaker

Letv Super  
Power Bank 13400mAh

Letv All-Metal  
Earphones

PHONES & ACCESSORIES

For high resolution images, b-roll and detailed product information,  

please visit www.leeco.com/newsroom or contact us at USPress@le.com
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